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Abstract—DRAM has scaled to achieve low cost per bit and
this scaling has decreased Rowhammer threshold which is the
threshold number of activations for Rowhammer-induced bit-flip.
Rowhammer has been a security threat for the entire system since
this hardware-fault can be exploited by software-level attack.
Thus, DRAM has adopted Target-Row-Refresh (TRR) which
refreshes victim rows that can possibly lose stored data due to
neighboring aggressor rows. Accordingly, prior works focused on
TRR algorithm that can identify the most frequently accessed
row, Rowhammer, to detect the victim rows. TRR algorithm
can be implemented in memory controller, yet it can cause
either insufficient or excessive number of TRRs due to lack of
information of Rowhammer threshold and it can also degrade
system performance due to additional command for Rowhammer
mitigation. Therefore, this paper focuses on in-DRAM TRR
algorithm.

In general, counter-based detection algorithms have higher
detection accuracy and scalability compared to probabilistic
detection algorithms. However, modern DRAM extremely lim-
its the number of counters for TRR algorithm. This paper
demonstrates that decoy-rows are the fundamental reason the
state-of-the-art counter-based algorithms cannot properly detect
Rowhammer under the area limitation. Decoy-rows are rows
whose number of accesses does not exceed the number of
Rowhammer accesses within an observation period. Thus, decoy-
rows should not replace Rowhammer which are in a count table.
Unfortunately, none of the state-of-the-art counter-based algo-
rithms filter out decoy-rows. Consequently, decoy-rows replace
Rowhammer in a count table and dispossess TRR opportunities
from victim rows. Therefore, this paper proposes ‘in-DRAM
Stochastic and Approximate Counting (DSAC) algorithm’, which
leverages Stochastic Replacement to filter out decoy-rows and
Approximate Counting for low area cost. The key idea is that a
replacement occurs if a new row comes in more than a minimum
count row in a count table on average so that decoy-rows cannot
replace Rowhammer in a count table.

This paper proposes a Rowhammer protection index named
Maximum Disturbance which measures the maximum accumu-
lated number of row activations within an observation period.
The experimental data show that DSAC can achieve 49x lower
Maximum Disturbance than the state-of-the-art counter-based
algorithm.

I. INTRODUCTION

DRAM is a volatile memory since it stores data in a cell that
consists of one capacitor and one transistor. However, DRAM
manufacturers have scaled to achieve low cost per bit and
this cell shrinkage has aggravated electromagnetic crosstalks

between cells. This crosstalk has negative effects on row acti-
vation which must be preceded in order for system to write or
read the data. The negative effects are activation-induced bit-
flip. In fact, Intel claims that Samsung’s commodity DRAM is
vulnerable to frequent row activations in 2012. Since then, the
first academic paper [27] discussed this phenomenon and many
researches [5], [13], [14], [29], [32], [45], [48], [51]–[53],
[55], [57] on Rowhammer have presented bit-flip mechanisms
and malicious bit-flip methods. Various TRR algorithms to
mitigate Rowhammer disturbance on neighboring victim rows
have also been proposed [24], [25], [30], [40], [46], [47],
[56], [59]. However, a recent study [11] demonstrated that
Rowhammer is still a problem and this can be aggravated since
shrinking DRAM cell-to-cell distance decreases Rowhammer
threshold (RHTH) which is the threshold number of activations
for Rowhammer-induced bit-flip.

In Section III, the fundamental mechanisms of two
activation-induced bit-flips are discussed. This paper catego-
rizes activation-induced bit-flips into two types according to
their relative activation time. One is Passing Gate Effect and
the other is Rowhammer. Passing Gate Effect occurs when
activation time is longer than the minimum time prescribed by
memory standard specification, whereas Rowhammer occurs
when activation time is the minimum prescribed time.

In Section IV, a critical feature in memory standard spec-
ification for Rowhammer mitigation is discussed. Memory
standard specification must be considered for TRR algorithm
to be practical and operate in real system. For low-power and
high-command-bandwidth system operation, DRAM supports
a feature called MR4 which can control refresh command
interval. Unfortunately, MR4 is unfavorable to Rowhammer
mitigation since it can decrease the chance of being mitigated
by normal refresh operation and can compel detection algo-
rithm to have an immense number of counters.

In Section V, the problem of state-of-the-art counter-based
algorithms is discussed and the solution is proposed. This
paper demonstrates the state-of-the-are counter-based algo-
rithms cannot protect Rowhammer due to decoy-rows. Decoy-
rows are rows whose number of accesses does not exceed
the number of Rowhammer accesses within an observation
period. As a result, decoy-rows replace Rowhammer which
are in a count table and dispossess TRR chances from victim
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rows. Therefore, this paper proposes DSAC which can filter
out decoy-rows by adopting Stochastic Replacement. The key
idea is that a replacement occurs if a new row comes in more
than a minimum count row in a count table on average. Since
the number of decoy-row accesses cannot exceed the number
of Rowhammer accesses within an observation period, decoy-
rows cannot replace Rowhammer which are in a count table.
This paper also proposes Time-Weighted Counting to mitigate
Passing Gate Effect which counts more for a row that is
activated longer than the minimum activation time prescribed
by memory standard specification.

This paper makes the following key contributions:
• This paper contributes a comprehensive understanding of

two activation-induced bit-flips: one is Passing Gate Effect
and the other is Rowhammer.

• This paper proposes the first Passing Gate Effect mitigation
mechanism named Time-Weighted Counting that can give
different weights to each row depending on its activation
time.

• This paper proposes Rowhammer mitigation mechanism
named DSAC that can filter out decoy-rows and demon-
strates that decoy-rows can degrade detection performance
of the state-of-the-art counter-based algorithms under the
area limitation and memory standard specification.

II. BACKGROUND

In this section, this paper describes the necessary back-
ground on DRAM organization and operation. For further
detail, this paper refers the reader to prior studies on DRAM
[11], [16]–[21], [27], [56], [61].

Fig. 1. Architecture of a Typical DRAM-Based System

Figure 1 represents a typical computer architecture with
emphasis on DRAM. DRAM stores data within cells that
each consist of a single capacitor and a transistor. Since the
transistor leaks its current, the capacitor leaks its charge over
time. To prevent this cell data loss, DRAM cells need to be
periodically refreshed. Thus, memory controller periodically
issues refresh commands to DRAM.

A bank comprises many subarrays and each subarray con-
tains a two-dimensional array of DRAM cells arranged in rows
and columns. When accessing each cell, the row decoder first
decodes incoming row address to open the row by driving the
corresponding wordline. To write or read the stored data in
DRAM cells, each row needs to be in an active state. The row
must be precharged before further accesses can be made to
other rows of the same bank.

Figure 2 represents modern DRAM’s 6F2 physical cell
layout [10], [43], where F represents area of 1 transistor and
1 capacitor. Buried wordline which is the gate of transistor

Fig. 2. Physical Cell Layout of Modern DRAM

that passes below the silicon surface level is adopted for cell
shrinkage [43], [53]. The three-dimensional view of Figure
2 depicts saddle-fin transistor structure and it is adopted for
improving data write-time and overcoming Short Channel
Effect which is a side effect of cell shrinkage that can decrease
transistor’s threshold voltage [23], [26], [39], [57]. The field
oxide region is called Shallow Trench Isolation region and
wordline in this region is called passing gate [39], [58].

III. BIT-FLIP MECHANISM

Bit-Flip. Since new generations of DRAM scale down cell-to-
cell distance for low cost per bit, electromagnetic interactions
between cells can be increased. This noise has negative effects
on row activation which can lead to activation-induced bit-
flip. This paper categorizes activation-induced bit-flips into
two types according to their relative activation time. One is
Passing Gate Effect and the other is Rowhammer. Passing Gate
Effect occurs when activation time is longer than the minimum
time prescribed by memory standard specification, whereas
Rowhammer occurs when activation time is the minimum
prescribed time.
Passing Gate Effect. When a passing gate is activated for a
long period of time, it acts as an aggressor row that can flip the
data of neighboring victim rows. This phenomenon is called
Passing Gate Effect.

Fig. 3. Physical Level Bit-flip Mechanism of Stored Data 0

Figure 3 depicts a bit-flip mechanism of initial cell data 0.
If a passing gate is activated for a long period of time, it can
attract electrons from the capacitor. After the long activation
is finished, these electrons can be spread and injected into
silicon substrate. Repeating this process can cause data 0 to
be flipped. Therefore, long activation time can increase the
possibility of bit-flip.
Rowhammer. When a row is frequently activated, it acts as
an aggressor row that can flip the data of neighboring victim
rows. This phenomenon is called Rowhammer. In terms of
Passing Gate Effect, how long a row is activated is critical. In
terms of Rowhammer, how often a row is activated is critical.
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Fig. 4. Physical Level Bit-flip Mechanism of Stored Data 1

Figure 4 depicts bit-flip mechanism of initial cell data 1. If
a row is activated, electrons gather around transistor’s channel
which is the phenomenon called Channel Inversion. After the
row activation is finished, these electrons can be spread out
and some of the electrons can be injected into neighboring
cell’s capacitor. Repeating this process can cause data 1 to be
flipped. Therefore, short activation time for frequent activation
can increase the possibility of bit-flip.

Summary of Physical Level Analysis

• DRAM cell shrinkage can aggravate activation-induced bit-flips
which can be categorized into two types according to activation
time. One is Passing Gate Effect and the other is Rowhammer.

• Both Passing Gate Effect and Rowhammer are the consequences
of electron spreading and injection.

IV. ROWHAMMER VULNERABILITY IN SYSTEM

A. System-Level Security

Hardware-fault attacks typically requires physical-level ac-
cess to the device. However, Rowhammer is a hardware-fault
that can be exploited by software-level attack. According to
various researches that demonstrate Rowhammer vulnerabil-
ity on servers, mobile systems, virtual machines, browsers,
JavaScript, and network [2], [5], [13], [14], [32], [42], [45],
[48], [51], [52], [55], Rowhammer is a nuisance for the entire
system.

In order to prevent Rowhammer, TRR algorithm that can
identify the most frequently accessed row is necessary so
that victim rows can be precisely labeled for Target-Row-
Refresh (TRR). Memory controller-based TRR indicates that
TRR algorithms is implemented solely in memory controller
while memory controller-aided TRR indicates that in-DRAM
TRR algorithm is supported by memory controller.

B. Memory Controller-Perspective TRR

Memory Controller-Based TRR. TRR algorithm can be im-
plemented solely in memory controller. However, it can cause
either insufficient or excessive number of TRRs due to lack
of information of RHTH since DRAM manufacturers do not
supply any data related to semiconductor process. Insufficient
number of TRRs can lead to Rowhammer-induced bit-flip and
excessive number of TRRs can degrade system performance
due to additional command for Rowhammer mitigation.
Memory Controller-Aided TRR. In-DRAM TRR algorithm
can be supported by memory controller and features such as
RFM according to [22] are being considered in the industry.
However, it can degrade system performance due to additional
operation for Rowhammer mitigation. Additionally, memory
controller-aided TRR can lead to TRR-induced bit-flip caused

by TRR algorithm clash between DRAM and memory con-
troller.

Fig. 5. TRR-Induced Bit-Flip Caused by TRR Algorithm Clash

Figure 5 depicts bit-flip mechanism induced by TRR algo-
rithm clash. If both memory controller and DRAM adopt the
same TRR algorithm, then they can identify the same row as
Rowhammer. As a result, neighboring rows can be excessively
TRRed. This excessive TRRs can produce unexpected victim
rows.

To summarize, TRR algorithm can be implemented in mem-
ory controller, yet it can cause either insufficient or excessive
number of TRRs due to lack of information of RHTH and it can
also degrade system performance due to additional command
for Rowhammer mitigation. Therefore, this paper focuses on
in-DRAM TRR algorithm.

C. Memory Standard Specification

Memory standard specification must be considered for TRR
algorithm to be practical and operate in real system. Since
memory controller cannot perform any other operation while
DRAM is refreshed, refresh operation degrades system perfor-
mance. In addition to system performance degradation, refresh
operation requires high power consumption.

To alleviate these negative impacts, DRAM supports a fea-
ture called MR4 which can control refresh command interval.
Unfortunately, MR4 is unfavorable to Rowhammer mitigation
since it can decrease the chance of being mitigated by normal
refresh operation and can compel detection algorithm to have
an immense number of counters.
MR4. MR4 can allow memory controller to increase refresh
command interval. Due to this increased refresh command
interval, power consumption on refresh operation can be
decreased and command bandwidth can be increased.

According to memory standard specifications [16]–[21], the
time interval of two refresh commands is defined as tREFI
and DRAM must refresh all cells in 8K refresh commands.
This 8K refresh commands window is defined as tREFW.
Hence, tREFW is equivalent to 8K× tREFI. Typical tREFW is
32ms for 8K refresh commands. Accordingly, tREFI is 3.9us
(32ms/8K). Thus, all cells must be refreshed in 32ms using
8K refresh commands. Note that the nominal value of tREFI
and tREFW can differ for LPDDR, DDR, GDDR, and HBM.

However, MR4 can control tREFI by multiplying a pa-
rameter prescribed by memory standard specification. This
parameter ranges from 0.5x to 4x. If a parameter is 1x, then
effective tREFI (tREFIe) is equal to 1× tREFI. Since tREFW
is equivalent to 8K × tREFI, effective tREFW (tREFWe) is
equal to 1 × tREFW. If a parameter is 4x, then tREFIe is
equal to 4 × tREFI and tREFWe is equal to 4 × tREFW
which corresponds to 15.6us and 128ms, respectively. Figure
6 illustrates tREFIe corresponding to different MR4. Note
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that tRFC represents actual refresh operation time which does
not allow any other commands and tRC represents active
command interval.

Fig. 6. Refresh Command Interval Corresponding to Different MR4

While MR4 can be favorable to system, it can be unfavor-
able to Rowhammer mitgation since increased tREFWe can
decrease the chance of being mitigated by normal refresh
operation which is a regular refresh operation for preventing
cell data loss.
MPA. As shown in Figure 6, MR4 can increase the maximum
possible number of row activations (MPA) in tREFWe. For
example, MPA of MR4 4x is approximately four times higher
than MPA of MR4 1x. MPA in tREFWe (MPAtREFWe) can be
calculated by Equality 1 where tRCmin is the minimum active
command interval prescribed by memory standard specifica-
tion.

MPAtREFWe =
tREFIe− tRFC

tRCmin
× 8K (1)

Since the number of Rowhammer attacks can be in-
creased when MPAtREFWe is increased, MR4 is unfavorable to
Rowhammer mitigation. Nevertheless, if DRAM can possess
the number of counters for TRR algorithm equal to the number
of rows per bank, then all the row activations can be precisely
counted and DRAM can effortlessly detect Rowhammer.

TABLE I
BASELINE PARAMETERS

Parameter Description Value
tREFIe Effective Ref. CMD Interval 15.625us (MR4 4x)
tREFWe Effective 8K Ref. CMD Window 128ms (MR4 4x)
tRFC Ref. Operation Time 280ns for 8Gb/Ch. LPDDR4
tRCmin Min. Act. CMD Interval 60ns (LPDDR4)
MPAtREFIe Max. # of Act. CMDs in tREFIe 255 (MR4 4x)
MPAtREFWe Max. # of Act. CMDs in tREFWe 2,095K (MR4 4x)
RHTH Th. # of Act. for RH-Induced Bit-Flip 20K [11]
# of Rows/Bank # of Rows/Bank 64K (8Gb/Ch. LPDDR4)
# of Banks Total # of Banks per Chip 8 (LPDDR4)

According to Table I, if DRAM can reserve 64K counters
for TRR algorithm, then there can be no error in counts and
TRR algorithm can accurately identify Rowhammer. However,
this requires DRAM to have 512K (64K × 8) counters for
all banks and it is impossible for DRAM to integrate those
enormous bulk of circuits due to the area limitation. For
example, the required area for 512K counters is equivalent to
the area of 7 DRAM chips (512K Row Register+512K Row
Counter=216,352,206um2) according to Table II. While 512K
counters can be reserved in DRAM cell array, it requires 9%
area overhead and significant system performance overhead
because read-modify-write operation is mandatory to update
row activation count for every active, write, and read operation.

To summarize, system requires MR4 for the benefit of low-
power and high-command-bandwidth system operation, yet

MR4 makes it difficult for DRAM to mitigate Rowhammer
since MR4 can decrease the chance of being mitigated by
normal refresh and can compel detection algorithm to have an
immense number of counters. Therefore, this paper proposes
low-cost in-DRAM TRR algorithm named DSAC which can
mitigate Rowhammer and Time-Weighted Counting which can
mitigate Passing Gate Effect.

Summary of System-Level Analysis

• Memory controller’s TRR algorithm can cause either insufficient
or excessive number of TRRs and can degrade system perfor-
mance.

• MR4 is adopted for low-power and high-command-bandwidth
system operation. However, MR4 can increase the number of
Rowhammer attacks and can compel TRR algorithm to have an
immense number of counters.

V. DSAC

A. Passing Gate Effect Countermeasure

Time-Weighted Counting. Since Passing Gate Effect can
occur when a row is activated for a long period of time, row
activation time prescribed by memory standard specification
is a major factor. This row activation time is defined as tRAS
and it ranges from 42ns to 70,200ns according to memory
standard specification [17], [18].

Fig. 7. Bit-Flip Characteristic of Different tRAS

Figure 7 indicates the bit-flip characteristic of different
tRAS from three major manufacturers’ DDR4 DRAM. The
data show that longer tRAS decreases Passing Gate Effect-
induced bit-flip threshold. However, it shows a non-linear
relationship as the gradient gets gradual when tRAS gets
longer. Therefore, this paper proposes the first Passing Gate
Effect mitigation mechanism named Time-Weighted Counting.
Time-Weighted Counting leverages the logarithmic function
that can increase counter weight when tRAS is longer than
tRASmin, yet its growth can slow down as tRAS gets longer
as follows:

WC = α× log2
tRAS

tRASmin
(2)

, where WC is the counter weight for each row, and α is a
weight parameter that can be fine-tuned. Note that if α is equal
to 0, then Time-Weighted Counting is disabled. If α is greater
than 0 and tRAS is equal to tRASmin, then WC becomes 0 and
it does not give more weights to corresponding row. However,
if α is greater than 0 and tRAS is equal to 2× tRASmin, then
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WC becomes α×1 and this weight is added to corresponding
row’s count value.

Fig. 8. Hardware Implementation of Time-Weighted Counting

Figure 8 shows hardware implementation of Time-Weighted
Counting. If DSAC’s row counter receives a row from memory
controller, then it increments corresponding row’s count value.
Simultaneously, the row counter can receive WC value for that
row if tRAS is longer than tRASmin. For example, if α is 1 and
tRAS is 2× tRASmin, then WC becomes 1 and corresponding
row’s count value becomes 2 (1 for normal counting and 1
for Time-Weighted Counting). The complete architecture is
discussed in Figure 16.

B. Rowhammer Countermeasure

Since Rowhammer can occur when a row is frequently
activated, row activation count is a major factor. Finding the
most frequently appearing elements are an active research area
such as data stream [1], [4], [6]–[9], [12], [31], [33], [34], [36],
cache replacement policy [41], [60], and network management
[3], [15], [28], [44], [50]. State-of-the-art detection algorithms
can be categorized into two types, counter-based and sketch-
based. This paper focuses on counter-based algorithms for
their low space complexity.
Approximate Counting. Among counter-based algorithms
such as Frequent algorithm [37], Lossy Counting algorithm
[35], and Space Saving algorithm [36], Space Saving algorithm
is considered to be the best area-efficient detection algorithm
[1], [6], [7], [34].

Fig. 9. Flowchart of Space Saving Algorithm

• Hit: Increment the corresponding count value.
• Miss: Check if the count table is full.
• Insertion: If the count table is not full, then insert a new

row into the count table and increments its count value.

• Replacement: If the count table is full, then a min. count
row can be replaced by a new row. & increment min. count
by 1.
Figure 9 represents the flowchart of Space Saving algorithm.

Space Saving algorithm updates its count table on every
incoming row. The key idea of Space Saving algorithm is
that it keeps track of replaced row’s count so that it can
approximate replaced row’s count value when replaced row
returns into a count table. For example, if a minimum count
row(y) is replaced by a new row(x), then count(x) becomes
count(y)+1 instead of discarding count(y). Leveraging this
Approximate Counting [36], Space Saving algorithm can be
area-efficient.

However, all those state-of-the-art counter-based algorithms
have a drawback on Rowhammer application. These detection
algorithms are vulnerable to decoy-rows since DRAM severely
limits the number of counters for TRR algorithm. Decoy-
rows are rows whose number of accesses does not exceed the
number of Rowhammer accesses within an observation pe-
riod. Hence, decoy-rows should not be inserted into detection
algorithm’s count table.

Fig. 10. Problem of State-of-the-Art Counter-Based Algorithms

Figure 10 simplifies the drawback of Space Saving algo-
rithm. The number of counters is 1 and TRR is performed on
the black bar labeled as TRR. There are only two incoming
rows, aggressor-row(a) and decoy-row(d). Since Space Saving
algorithm updates its count table on every incoming row,
decoy-row(d) takes all the count value of aggressor-row(a).
In consequence, aggressor-row(a) is extremely underestimated
and decoy-row(d) is extremely overestimated. Therefore, the
victim rows of aggressor-row(a) cannot be TRRed which can
lead to Rowhammer-induced bit-flip.

As shown in above, the detection performance of Space
Saving algorithm strongly depends on the number of counters.
The error in counts (Ce) can be represented as follows:

Ce < bn
c
c (3)

, where n is the number of row activations and c is the number
of counters. Note that Ce can be maximized when the number
of rows is equal to the number of counters+1.
Stochastic Replacement. Based on the above analysis, this
paper focuses on filtering decoy-rows to minimize Ce. Since
the number of decoy-row accesses cannot exceed the number
of Rowhammer accesses within an observation period, an
algorithm that can filter out rows whose number of counts
is lower than the number of Rowhammer accesses is required.
Therefore, this paper proposes DSAC which can filter out
decoy-rows by adopting Stochastic Replacement.
• Hit: Increment the corresponding count value.
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Fig. 11. Flowchart of DSAC

• Miss: Check if the count table is full.
• Insertion: If the count table is not full, then insert a new

row into the count table and increments its count value.
• Replacement: If the count table is full, then a min. count

row can be replaced by a new row with probability,

P(r) =
1

min. cnt + 1
(4)

, where min. cnt is the minimum count value in a count
table. & Increment min. count by 1 iff replacement occurs.

Figure 11 represents the flowchart of DSAC. The key idea
of DSAC is that a replacement occurs if a new row comes
in more than a minimum count row in a count table on
average. For example, a minimum count row(y) is replaced by
a new row(x) with replacement probability, P(r) = 1

count(y)+1 .
Thus, row(x) can be inserted into a count table if it comes in
more than count(y)+1 stochastically. Noe that DSAC leverages
Approximate Counting for area-efficiency by keeping track of
replaced row’s count.

Fig. 12. High-Level Overview of DSAC

Figure 12 simplifies how DSAC can solve the problem in
Figure 10. Since P(r) = 1

8K+1 is quite low, DSAC can keep
aggressor-row(a) in a count table and can TRR neighboring
victim rows. Consequently, DSAC can minimize Ce as fol-
lows:

Ce ≤ bmin. cnt
c

c (5)

, where min. cnt is the minimum count value in a count
table and c is the number of counters. Rigorous mathematical
analysis can be found in Appendix A and the experimental
data in Section VII prove those arguments are valid.

Figure 13 illustrates how DSAC operates when the number
of counters is equal to 2. 1 The count table is full by row(a)
and row(b) with minimum count value equal to 2. This sets
P(r) equal to 1/(2+1), which is 33%. 2 New row(c) does not
replace old row(b). Hence, P(r) remains the same. 3 New
row(c) incomes again but still does not replace old row(b).
Hence, P(r) remains the same. 4 New row(c) replaces old

Fig. 13. Operation Example of 2 Count Table DSAC

RA(b). Hence, minimum count value is set to 3 and P(r) is
set to 25%. Note that P(r) can be reset to 1 after TRR.

To summarize, in-DRAM Stochastic and Approximate
Counting algorithm (DSAC) is proposed for filtering out
decoy-rows with area-efficiency. Pseudocode of DSAC can be
found in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1: Pseudocode of DSAC

// Hit
1 if incoming ROW == count table[i][‘ROW’] then
2 count table[i][‘CNT’] ++
3 return

// Miss
4 else

// Insertion
5 if count table[i][‘ROW’] == None then
6 count table[i][‘ROW’] = Incoming ROW
7 count table[i][‘CNT’] ++
8 return

// Replacement
9 else

10 i = argminj(count table[j][‘CNT’])
11 min cnt = min(count table[j][‘CNT’])
12 r = RANDOM[0,1)
13 if r ≤ 1 / (min cnt + 1) then
14 count table[i][‘ROW’] = Incoming ROW
15 count table[i][‘CNT’] ++
16 return
17 else
18 return

Summary of DSAC’s Key Idea

• Passing Gate Effect can be mitigated by Time-Weighted Counting
which can give different weights to each row depending on its
activation time.

• Rowhammer can be mitigated by DSAC which can filter out
decoy-rows. A replacement occurs if a new row comes in more
than a minimum count row in a count table on average.

Figure 14 illustrates operation of DSAC in detail.
The black bars represent refresh commands whose interval

is set by MR4. The red arrows represent active commands.
The table represents DSAC’s count table. Assume that system
operation commences at REF#1. The count table is initialized
with no rows and no count value. DSAC operates as a perfect
tracker until the number of incoming rows reaches the number
of counters since it can insert every rows into the count table.

1 When the number of incoming rows reaches the same
number of counters, DSAC begins Stochastic Replacement and
sets P(r) as 1/(min. cnt+1). According to the minimum count
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Fig. 14. Operation of DSAC in Detail

value which is equal to 5, P(r) is set to 1/(5+1).
2 Incoming row(n) is filtered out 5 times consecutively with

P(r) equal to 1/6. Replacement occurs at the blue arrow and
Approximate Counting sets the minimum count value equal to
5+1. According to the minimum count value which is equal
to 6, P(r) is set to 1/(6+1).

3 Row(o) replaces row(n) at the blue arrow and the
minimum count value is set to 6+1. Accordingly, P(r) is set to
1/(7+1). Row(o) comes in once more and the corresponding
count value is incremented since row(o) is in the count table.
Correspondingly, P(r) is set to 1/(8+1).

4 Since row(a), row(b), and row(o) are in the count table,
their corresponding count values are incremented. Accord-
ingly, the minimum count row changes from row(o) to row(k).
However, P(r) remains the same as 1/9 since row(k)’s count
value is 8. Row(o), row(a), and row(b) come again and their
corresponding count values are incremented. A new row(p)
comes in at the blue arrow and the minimum count value
is set to 9. Thus, P(r) is set to 1/(9+1). Row(a), row(b),
and row(p) come and their corresponding count values are
incremented. Accordingly, the minimum count row changes
from row(p) to row(j). However, P(r) remains the same as
1/(9+1) since row(j)’s count value is 9. Row(p) comes again
and its corresponding count value is incremented.

5 REF TRRTH represents a refresh command that can be
issued after DSAC reaches its predetermined TRR threshold
(TRRTH). A row whose count value is the highest in the
count table is considered to be Rowhammer (RH). Hence,
corresponding victim rows are RH+x and RH−x, where x
is non-negative integers. Therefore, RH+x and RH−x can be
TRRed at REF TRRTH. Note that normal refresh (N) can be
performed with TRR if tRFC

tRCmin is greater than the required
number of activations for both N and TRR. In this case, the
required number of activations for both N and TRR is equal to
3. Thus, if tRFC

tRCmin is greater than 3, then N can be performed
with TRR.
TRR Threshold. Since MR4 can increase MPA in tRE-
FIe (MPAtREFIe) which can increase Rowhammer vulnerabil-
ity as discussed in Section IV, TRRTH should be adaptive
to MPAtREFIe. Therefore, DSAC introduces adaptive TRRTH
which can change TRRTH depending on MPAtREFIe, so that

DSAC can mitigate double-sided hammer in system operation
condition. Note that double-sided hammer occurs when a
victim row is sandwiched in between two aggressor rows [11].
Consequently, the victim row requires to be TRRed before one
of the aggressor rows reaches the count value equal to RHTH

2 .

Fig. 15. Example of Adaptive TRRTH

Figure 15 depicts example of adaptive TRRTH. Flag for
TRRTH is triggered according to Inequality 6.

Sum of Counts in a Count Table ≥ RHTH

2
−MPAtREFIe (6)

According to Inequality 6, TRRTH can be RHTH
2 − 256 for

MR4 4x. Note that different TRRTH can also be adopted if
necessary.

C. Architecture of DSAC

Figure 16 shows architecture of DSAC equipped with Time-
Weighted Counter. TRR module consists of TRR module
controller and TRR row detector.
TRR Module Controller. TRR Module Controller generates
control signals for TRR row detector.

MAX OR MIN is used to search the maximum count row
or the minimum count row for every ACTIVE which indi-
cates active command. ACTIVE comes with ACTIVE ROW [0:15]
which indicates each bit of row address for 64K rows. When
Max. or Min. Scheduler receives ACTIVE, MAX OR MIN is
low and TRR Row Detector searches the minimum count
row to store ACTIVE ROW [0:15] into a count table. How-
ever, STOCHASTIC REPLACEMENT can block this operation. If
STOCHASTIC REPLACEMENT is low, then FILTERED ROW [0:15]
is equal to ACTIVE ROW [0:15] and can be stored into a
count table. If STOCHASTIC REPLACEMENT is high, then FIL-
TERED ROW [0:15] is filtered out. Once the minimum count
row search is completed, MAX OR MIN becomes high and TRR
Row Detector searches the maximum count row.

In order to generate STOCHASTIC REPLACEMENT which can
filter out decoy-rows, PRNG Seed Mixer, LFSR, Min. Count
Register, and Probability LUT are implemented. PRNG Seed
Mixer receives PUF which leverages DRAM’s Physical Un-
clonable Function so that its output SEED MIXER [0:19] can
be unique to each DRAM. SEED MIXER [0:19] is updated for
every tREFWe using ALL CELL REF DONE which indicates
all cells get refreshed so that LFSR’s PRBS [0:19] cannot be
readily deciphered. LFSR updates its output PRBS [0:19] for
every active command using ACTIVE in order to leverage
probability for every ACTIVE ROW [0:15]. Min. Count Register
receives all the row counts and outputs the minimum count
MIN CNT [0:13] when MAX OR MIN is low. Probability LUT
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Fig. 16. Architecture of 4 Count Table DSAC with Time-Weighted Counter

receives MIN CNT [0:13] and selects corresponding probability
generated by utilizing PRBS [0:19]. 20 bits are required to cover
2,095K MPAtREFWe.

PLUS OR MINUS is used to calculate victim rows for ev-
ery TRR FLAG which indicates refresh command that reaches
TRRTH. When Plus or Minus Scheduler receives TRR FLAG,
PLUS OR MINUS is low and Victim Row Cal. in TRR Row De-
tector calculates RH−x. Once RH−x calculation is completed,
PLUS OR MINUS becomes high and Victim Row Cal. in TRR
Row Detector calculates RH+x. Note that x is non-negative
integers to mitigate ±x rows adjacent to aggressor row.

COUNTER WEIGHT is used to mitigate Passing Gate Effect
and it can increment count value for row that is activated
longer than tRASmin.
TRR Row Detector. TRR Row Detector detects aggressor row
RH [0:15] and outputs victim rows VICTIM [0:15]. The mecha-
nism of TRR Row Detector is based on a single-elimination
tournament where the loser of each match-up is eliminated
from the tournament. Therefore, RH [0:15] is the winner of the
final match-up. Note that the number of counters is scalable.

When MAX OR MIN is low, Comparator#0(1)’s output
MAX OR MIN#0(1) selects less count value between two
Row Counters in Count MUX#0(1). MAX OR MIN#0
and MAX OR MIN#1 are decoded to PNT REG#0/1/2/3.
PNT REG#0/1/2/3 is used to control Row Register and
corresponding Row Counter. Since MAX OR MIN is low,

pointed Row Register replaces stored row by a new row and
corresponding Row Counter increments its count. If all the
count values are the same, then low index Row Register has
a priority of replacement.

When MAX OR MIN is high, Comparator#0(1)’s output
MAX OR MIN#0(1) selects greater count value between
two Row Counters in Count MUX#0(1). MAX OR MIN#0
and MAX OR MIN#1 are decoded to PNT REG#0/1/2/3.
PNT REG#0/1/2/3 is used to control Row Register and
corresponding Row Counter. Since MAX OR MIN is high,
pointed Row Register sends its row to Rowhammer Register.
Rowhammer Register outputs RH [0:15] when MAX OR MIN#2
is high. If all the count values are the same, then Rowhammer
Register selects row from high index Row Register to consider
temporal locality.

Row Counter is reset once TRR is performed. Note that if
all the count values are 0, then no TRR is performed to save
power consumption and TRR-induced bit-flip. Note that the
number of counters is scalable.

Table II shows the required area for each module of DSAC.
The bit-length of Row Register is determined by the number of
rows per a bank. For example, 16 bits are required to convert
16 bits to 64K (216) for 8Gb per channel LPDDR4 device that
can have 64K rows per a bank. The bit-length of Row Counter
is determined by RHTH. For example, 14 bits are required to
count 16K (214) to consider double-sided hammer for 20K
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TABLE II
REQUIRED AREA FOR EACH MODULE OF DSAC

Area
Module (Description) um2 % DRAM
1 Chip (Major Manufacturers’ 2nd Gen. 10nm 8Gb/Ch. LPDDR4) 32,510,639 100.000
Row Register (16 Bits for 64K Rows of 8Gb/Ch. LPDDR4) 251 0.001
Row Counter (14Bit for 20K RHTH [11]) 162 0.000
Comparator (14 Bits for Comparing Each Bit of 2 Counters) 166 0.001
2-to-1 Multiplexer (14 MUXs for Selecting Each Bit of 2 Counters) 125 0.000
Decoder (Pointing Max. Cnt Row Reg. or Min. Cnt Row Reg.) 536 0.002
Rowhammer Register (16 Bits for 16Bit Row Register) 251 0.001
Victim Row Cal. (Full Adder for Calculating Victim Row Addresses) 388 0.001
Min. Count Register (14 Bits for 14Bit Row Counter) 219 0.001
PRNG (20 Bits LFSR for Uniform Distribution & PUF Seed Mixer) 463 0.001
Probability Lookup Table (LUT Generated by Utilizing PRNG) 14,810 0.046
Time-Weighted Counter (Oscillator with Flip-Flops) 275 0.001
4 Count Table DSAC with Time-Weighted Counter for 8 Banks* 154,739 0.476
* [4×(Reg.+Cnt.)+3×(Cmp.)+2×(MUX)+1×(Decoder+Rowhammer Reg.+Victim Row Cal.+

Min. Cnt. Reg. + PRNG + LUT) + 1× (Time-Weighted Counter)]× 8

RHTH [11].

VI. RELATED WORK

Novelty of DSAC. DSAC is the first work that (1) counter-
measures both Passing Gate Effect and Rowhammer, (2) filters
out decoy-rows statistically. Furthermore, DSAC requires (3)
no system performance degradation since operation of DSAC
abides by memory standard specifications [16]–[21].
Summary of TRR Algorithms. This paper summarizes other
TRR algorithms into four parts: 1 high-level overview, 2
mechanism, 3 strength, and 4 weakness. Note that Block-
Hammer [56] which blocks active commands from memory
controller is not described since this paper focuses on TRR
algorithms.

A. Deterministic Algorithms

Counter-Based Row Activation (CRA) [25]: 1 Memory
controller counts the number of row activations using an
reserved DRAM cell array and a dedicated counter-cache is
employed to cache them. 2 The counter-cache brings a cache
line on the counter-cache miss and clears the count of row
activations in the reserved cell array when a row is refreshed
or TRRed. 3 CRA can accurately detect Rowhammer. 4 CRA
requires considerable area and system performance overhead
as discussed in Section IV.

Counter-Based Tree (CBT) [46]: 1 In-DRAM binary tree
counters detect Rowhammer. 2 A parent counter splits into
two children counters when a parent counter reaches pre-
defined split threshold. All the neighboring rows of rows
that are in the last level child counter are TRRed. 3 CBT
does not degrade system performance since it is implemented
in DRAM as discussed in Section IV. 4 CBT requires to
TRR massive amounts of rows at one refresh command. For
example, if 64K different rows come in and the number of
activations for each 64K row is uniform, then 64K

8 = 8K
rows must be TRRed in one refresh command. Since 64K
rows must be refreshed in 8K refresh commands according
to memory standard specifications [16]–[21], 64K

8K = 8 rows
can be refreshed per one refresh command. Thus, 8K rows
refresh in one refresh command is impractical in terms of
timing constraint. Furthermore, Power Management Integrated
Circuit cannot support power consumption for 8K rows refresh
in tRFC.

Time Window Optimized CAT (CAT-TWO) [24]: 1 Opti-
mized CBT that can contain only one row in the last level
child counter. 2 The split threshold of a parent counter is
equal to the split threshold of two children counters. 3 CAT-
TWO does not degrade system performance since it is imple-
mented in DRAM as discussed in Section IV. 4 CAT-TWO
requires massive amounts of counters. For example, since
the required number of counters = MPAtREFWe×number of levels

RHTH
+

number of roots, the required number of counters is 102 ×
number of levels + number of roots according to Table I.

Time Window Counters (TWiCe) [30]: 1 Each row in
the count table is decided whether it needs to be TRRed or
removed for every tREFIe. 2 The count table is updated for
every incoming row. In case of hit, the corresponding count
value is incremented. In case of miss, a minimum count row
is replaced by a new row and the new row’s count is set
by 1. 3 TWiCe can be implemented in DRAM so that it
does not degrade system performance. 4 TWiCe requires a
massive number of counters since the number of counters can
be bounded by MPAtREFIe × (1 +

∑8,192
n=1

tREFWe/tREFIe
n×RHTH

).
Graphene [40]: 1 Graphene leverages Misra and Gries

algorithm [37] among counter-based data stream algorithms
using a spillover counter. 2 In case of hit, the corresponding
count value is incremented. In case of miss, if there is a
row whose count value is equal to the spillover counter, then
the row is replaced by a new row and the corresponding
count value is incremented. If there is no row whose count
value is equal to the spillover counter, then the spillover
counter is incremented. 3 Graphene can protect Rowhammer
if the number of counters is 418 according to Table I,
because the required number of counters = MPAtREFWe

(RHTH/4)+1 − 1.
4 Graphene cannot filter out decoy-rows if the number of
counters is less than 418. Figure 17 illustrates detection failure
of low area cost Graphene. The number of aggressor rows is
the number of counters+1 and the aggressor rows sequentially
come in. Decoy-row(d) cannot be inserted into a count table
so decoy-row(d)’s neighboring victim rows cannot be TRRed.
Furthermore, Graphene is implemented in memory controller
which can degrade system performance as discussed in Section
IV.

B. Probabilistic Algorithms

Probabilistic Row Activation (PRA) [25] & Probabilistic
Adjacent Row Activation (PARA) [27]: 1 Memory controller
activates victim rows with a small probability. 2 When a row
is activated, its neighboring rows can also be activated with
a low probability so that they can be refreshed. 3 PRA and
PARA are area-efficient since they do not require any counters.
4 PRA and PARA can cause either insufficient or excessive
number of TRRs and can degrade system performance as
discussed in Section IV.

Probabilistic Rowhammer History Table (PRoHIT) [47]: 1
A randomly selected row is inserted into a priority table which
consists of a cold table and a hot table. 2 When the count table
is full and a new row comes in, then a randomly selected row
in the cold table is evicted. In case of hit, the corresponding
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Fig. 17. Detection Failure of Low Area Cost Graphene

row is promoted into one of the entries in the hot table with a
specific probability. A row in the highest entry in the hot table
is TRRed. 3 PRoHIT is area-efficient since it does not require
any counters. 4 PRoHIT cannot filter out decoy-rows due to
the constant probability. Thus, it is vulnerable to adversarial
low locality pattern.

Mitigating Rowhammer Based on Memory Locality (MR-
Loc) [59]: 1 Victim rows are inserted into a first-in-first-out
queue. 2 A victim row that has a higher locality can have
a higher TRR probability. 3 MRLoc is area-efficient since
it does not require any counters. 4 MRLoc cannot filter out
decoy-rows. Thus, it is vulnerable to adversarial low locality
pattern as discussed in [40].

TABLE III
COMPARISON OF TRR ALGORITHMS

Proposal Deterministic
or Probabilistic

Decoy-Rows
Filtering

System
Overhead

Scalability*

for RHTH
CRA [25] Deterministic 7 3 3
CBT [46] Deterministic 7 7 7
CAT-TWO [24] Deterministic 7 7 7
TWiCe [30] Deterministic 7 7 7
Graphene [40] Deterministic 7 3 3
PRA [25] Probabilistic 7 3 3
PARA [27] Probabilistic 7 3 3
PRoHIT [47] Probabilistic 7 7 7
MRLoc [59] Probabilistic 7 7 7

DSAC Deterministic
& Probabilistic 3 7 3

* TRR algorithm is scalable if it can piratically mitigate Rowhammer for different
RHTH by scaling their parameters such as the number of counters or TRRTH. Note
that merits are marked as blue and demerits are marked as red.

VII. EVALUATION

This paper configures each TRR algorithm as described in
Section VI with baseline parameter in Table I. This paper
proposes a Rowhammer protection index named Maximum
Disturbance which measures the maximum accumulated num-
ber of row activations within an obeservation period. Since
DSAC requires counters, this paper evaluate its area cost.
Because DSAC does not require any external operation outside
DRAM, this paper does not evaluate its system performance.

Maximum Disturbance. This paper measure Maximum Dis-
turbance within tREFWe. For example, if a frequently accessed
row is not TRRed within tREFWe, then the accumulated
number of accesses is recorded. The recorded number that
exceeds RHTH indicates that TRR algorithm fails to protect
DRAM against Rowhammer attack.

The Maximum Disturbance of each TRR algorithm strongly
depends on access pattern. This paper injects infamous
Rowhammer attack pattern called TRRespass [11] and ran-
dom access. In order to synthesize malicious Rowhammer
attack, double-sided uniform weight is adopted for both attack
patterns. Note that double-sided denotes a victim row is
sandwiched in between two aggressor rows [11] and uniform
weight denotes all the incoming rows have uniformly dis-
tributed weights. Double-sided uniform weight is the worst
pattern to DSAC as discussed in Appendix A. The number
of Rowhammer attacks in tREFWe is maximized by MR4 4x.
Table IV shows the example of injected malicious patterns.

TABLE IV
EXAMPLE OF INJECTED MALICIOUS ROWHAMMER ATTACKS

Pattern # of Act. # of Rows Row Sequence Side Weight
TRRespass MPAtREFIe 1∼MPAtREFIe Round-Robin Double Uniform Dist.

Random MPAtREFIe 1∼MPAtREFIe Random Double Uniform Dist.

For TRRespass with 1 row, 1 row repeatedly accesses 255
1

times in tREFIe. For TRRespass with 100 rows, each of
the 100 rows accesses 255

100 times in tREFIe in round-robin
sequence. For TRRespass with 255 rows, each of the 255 rows
accesses 255

255 times in tREFIe in round-robin sequence.
For random access with 1 row, 1 row repeatedly accesses

255
1 times in tREFIe. For random access with 100 rows, each

of the 100 rows accesses 255
100 times in tREFIe in random

sequence. For TRRespass with 255 rows, each of the 255 rows
accesses 255

255 times in tREFIe in random sequence.
Figure 18 deploys the experiment results of Maximum

Disturbance when each TRR algorithm uses 20 counters.
Some TRR algorithms that disrupt visual examination due to
tremendously high Maximum Disturbance are excluded in (c)
and (f). The data confirm that DSAC’s Maximum Disturbance
increases when the number of rows becomes greater than the
number of counters, 20 in this experiment, as discussed in
Section A.

In order for double-sided attack to incur a bit-flip, aggressor
rows require to reach RHTH

2 Maximum Disturbance which is
equal to 10K according to Table I. Since MPAtREFWe is 2,095K,
one of the 200 aggressor rows can reach 10K and be saturated.
The data confirm that DSAC’s Maximum Disturbance is
saturated at around 200 rows for both TRRespass and random
access pattern.

The result data are summarized in Table V. The data proves
that DSAC can achieve 49x lower Maximum Disturbance than
Graphene. Note that MRLoc shows low Maximum Distur-
bance because MRLoc’s adversarial pattern discussed in [40]
is not injected.

In order to manifest the effect of the number of counters on
Maximum Disturbance, this paper scales down the number of
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Fig. 18. Summary of Maximum Disturbance

TABLE V
MAXIMUM DISTURBANCE USING 20 COUNTERS

Pattern Avg./Max. TWiCe Graphene PARA PRoHIT MRLoc DSAC

TRRespass Average 16,588 19,450 2,553 30,934 4,749 2,196
Maximum 246,470 187,488 4,004 322,308 9,074 3,826

Random Average 4,073 10,822 2,537 2,408 4,671 2,211
Maximum 7,349 21,690 3,693 4,069 7,756 3,456

counters from 20 to 8 and measures the average of Maximum
Disturbance.

Fig. 19. Average Disturbance Using 8 to 20 Counters

Figure 19 deploys the average of Maximum Disturbance
when the number of rows ranges from 1 to 100. The average
disturbance is summarized in Table VI. The data proves
that DSAC can achieve 133x lower average disturbance than
Graphene.

TABLE VI
AVERAGE DISTURBANCE FROM 8 TO 20 COUNTERS

Pattern TWiCe Graphene PARA PRoHIT MRLoc DSAC
TRRespass 419,000 418,184 3,532 598,572 7,784 3,138

Random 5,239 27,006 3,693 3,448 7,254 2,882

Area, Access Energy, and Static Power. This paper evaluates
area, access energy, and static power using CACTI 6.0 [38]
for a fair comparison.

For CBT, the bit-length of register is 34 for left and right 16
bits register and for left and right 1 bit child register indicator.
The bit-length of counter is 14. For TWiCe, the bit-length of
register is 16, the bit-length of counter is 14, the bit-length of

life counter is 13, and the bit-length of valid entry indicator
is 1. For Graphene, the bit-length of register is 16 and the
bit-length of counter is 14. For Graphene and DSAC, Content
Addressable Memory (CAM) is used for both register and
counter.

TABLE VII
PER-RANK AREA, ACCESS ENERGY, AND STATIC POWER

SRAM CAM Area Access Energy Static Power
Proposal KB KB mm2 % CPU* [pJ] [mW]
CBT [46] 26.25 6.97 0.08 0.03 4.43 14.60
TWiCe [30] 73.50 22.31 0.35 0.14 19.89 33.75
Graphene [40] - 3.27 0.04 0.02 43.85 3.82
PRA [25] - - <0.01 <0.01 - -
PARA [27] - - <0.01 <0.01 - -
PRoHIT [47] - 0.22 <0.01 <0.01 1.83 0.07
MRLoc [59] - 0.47 <0.01 <0.01 2.22 0.11
DSAC - 0.55 0.01 0.01 9.64 0.71
* % CPU is calculated according to CPU die area from [54].

Table VII shows that DSAC can achieve lowest area, access
energy, and static power overhead compared to the state-of-
the-art counter-based TRR algorithms. DSAC’s access energy
is in inverse proportion to RHTH. For example, decreased
RHTH can decrease TRRTH which can frequently trigger
REF TRRTH. Note that static power is in proportion to area
overhead.

VIII. CONCLUSION

DRAM cell shrinkage can aggravate two types of activation-
induced bit-flips. One is Passing Gate Effect and the other is
Rowhammer. Both are the consequences of electron spreading
and injection.

Memory controller’s TRR algorithm can cause either in-
sufficient or excessive number of TRRs and can degrade
system performance. MR4 is adopted for low-power and high-
command-bandwidth system operation. However, MR4 can
increase the number of Rowhammer attacks and compel TRR
algorithm to have an immense number of counters.
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This paper proposes the first Passing Gate Effect mitigation
algorithm named Time-Weighted Counting which can give
different weights to each row depending on its activation time.
This paper proposes a novel Rowhammer mitigation algorithm
named DSAC which can filter out decoy-rows. The key idea
is that a replacement occurs if a new row comes in more than
a minimum count row in a count table on average.

This paper proposes a Rowhammer protection index named
Maximum Disturbance and the experimental data proves that
DSAC can achieve 49x lower Maximum Disturbance than the
state-of-the-art counter-based algorithm.
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APPENDIX

Security Analysis Since DSAC leverages probability, the
security analysis of DSAC is based on probability theory. In
order to guarantee DSAC’s security, this paper demonstrates
the worst attack pattern and proves its security against the
worst attack pattern.
Theorem. DSAC can guarantee its security against double-
sided uniform weight pattern, where a victim row is sand-
wiched in between two aggressor rows [11] and all the
incoming rows have uniformly distributed weights.
Lemma 1. Double-sided uniform weight pattern is the worst
pattern to DSAC.
Proof. Assume non-uniform weight pattern, where indepen-
dent and identically distributed k rows access with random
weights, and P(k) is the probability of an event whose arbitrary
row’s number of activations (nA) exceeds RHTH

2 . Then, P(k) can
be expressed as follows:

P(k) =Cx1 × P(nA >
RHTH

2
|o1)+

Cx2 × P(nA >
RHTH

2
|o2)+

· · ·+Cxk × P(nA >
RHTH

2
|ok)

(7)

, where o represents an access proportion (the number of row
activations / the number of total activations), Cxk represent the
number of rows with ok, and P(nA > RHTH

2 |ok) represents the
probability of an event whose number of activations of row
with ok exceed RHTH

2 .
Assume that Cx1 × P(nA > RHTH

2 |o1) ≥ Cx2 × P(nA >
RHTH
2 |o2) ≥ ··· ≥ Cxk×P(nA > RHTH

2 |ok), then (C1

C2
×P(nA >

RHTH
2 |o1) ≥ P(nA > RHTH

2 |o2), (C1

C3
× P(nA > RHTH

2 |o1) ≥
P(nA > RHTH

2 |o3), and (C1

Ck
× P(nA > RHTH

2 |o1) ≥ P(nA >
RHTH
2 |ok), where Ck is a constant. Then, P(k) can be expressed

as follows:

P(k) ≤Cx1 × P(nA >
RHTH

2
|o1)+

Cx2 ×
C1

C2
× P(nA >

RHTH

2
|o1)+

· · ·+Cxk ×
C1

Ck
× P(nA >

RHTH

2
|o1)

(8)

In the case of uniform weight pattern, all the rows have an
equal number of activations. Thus, o1 = o2 = · · · = ok =
1
C1

. Since o1 × Cx1 + o2 × Cx2 + · · · + ok × Cxk = 1,
Cx1

C1 + Cx2

C2
+ · · ·+ Cxk

Ck
= 1. Then, P(k) can be expressed as

follows:

P(k) ≤[Cx1 + Cx2 ×
C1

C2
+ · · ·+ Cxk ×

C1

Ck
]

× P(nA >
RHTH

2
|o1)

=C1 × P(nA >
RHTH

2
|o1)

(9)

In conclusion, P(k) can be expressed as follows:
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P(k) ≤ C1 × P(nA >
RHTH

2
|o1) (10)

Inequality 10 proves that the maximum number of acti-
vations of non-uniform weight pattern is bounded by the
maximum number of activations of uniform weight pattern.
Lemma 2. Double-sided uniform weight pattern can minimize
P(r). However, DSAC can detect one of the double-sided
aggressor rows.
Proof. If DSAC consecutively filters out one of the double-
sided aggressor rows RHTH

2 times, then Rowhammer-induced
bit-flip can occur. Double-sided uniform weight pattern can
minimize P(r) which can lead to consecutive filtering.

For example, if the number of aggressor rows is greater
than the number of counters, then some of the aggressor rows
can be filtered out until they access more than a minimum
count row in a count table on average. In this case, P(r) can
be minimized if all the incoming rows have equal weights. If
DSAC consecutively filters out one of the aggressor rows RHTH

2
times due to the low P(r), then Rowhammer-induced bit-flip
can occur.

However, the probability of RHTH
2 consecutive filtering is

extremely low due to adaptive TRRTH in Inequality 6. Since
TRR is performed for every refresh command when the sum
of counts in a count table is more than RHTH

2 − MPAtREFIe,
the minimum count value in a count table cannot exceed
RHTH/2−MPAtREFIe
number of counters . This sets an upper bound of minimum count

value as follows:

m ≤ (
RHTH

2
−MPAtREFIe)/c (11)

, where m is the minimum count value in a count table and c
is the number of counters. Note that the count value is divided
by the number of counters since all the counters have uniform
weights until TRR is performed or replacement occurs. This
sets an lower bound of P(r) as follows:

P(r) =
1

m+ 1
≥ 1

(RHTH
2 −MPAtREFIe)/c+ 1

(12)

Using Inequality 12, the probability of RHTH
2 consecutive

filtering can be expressed as follows:

P(f) =(1− P(r))
RHTH

2

=(1− 1

(RHTH
2 −MPAtREFIe)/c+ 1

)
RHTH

2
(13)

Fig. 20. Probability of RHTH
2

Consecutive Filtering

Figure 20 shows that the probability of RHTH
2 consecutive

filtering is extremely low. Therefore, DSAC can detect one of
the double-sided aggressor rows before its count reaches RHTH

2 .
Equality 13 represents the case of one row filtering where

the number of rows is equal to the number of counters+1. In
order to consider the case of multiple rows filtering, Equality
13 can be generalized as follows:

P(f) =
k∑
i=1

Cxk × (1− oi × P(r))
RHTH

2

≤(1− P(r))
RHTH

2

(14)

Note that Equality 14 is bounded by Equality 13 for the
same reason as explained in Inequality 10. Therefore, this
paper analyzes the security of DSAC using Equality 13.
Lemma 3. In order to make P(f) equal to 0, tremendous
number of counters is required. However, DSAC can achieve
a near-complete detection.
Proof. According to Table I, 9744 counters are required to
make P(f ) equal to 0. If the number of counters is the
same with the state-of-the-art counter-based algorithm named
Graphene which requires 418 counters, then P(f ) becomes
3.850−183. This value is approximately 0, yet modern DRAM
disallows this many counters due to the area limitation.
Therefore, this paper analyzes the security of DSAC with 20
counters as modern DRAM can have for each bank.

If the number of counters is 20, then P(f ) becomes 1.245−9.
This value appears quite low, yet there is a possibility of failure
where filtered rows are never inserted into a count table. How-
ever, DRAM has a product lifetime. For example, if DRAM’s
lifetime is up to 7 years [49], then P(f ) does not need to be 0
in perpetuity. To summarize, there is a trade-off between P(f )
and the number of counters, and they can be determined by
the required product lifetime for each application. Therefore,
this paper computes Reliability Function to show a stochastic
product lifetime for P(f ) to become 1.

This can be done by calculating the Complementary Cumu-
lative Distribution Function (CCDF) of Exponential Distribu-
tion. Equality 13 can be interpreted as Geometric Distribution
since the CCDF of Geometric Distribution is as follows:

P(X > k) = (1− p)k (15)

, where p is the probability of success and k is the number of
trials. While the Geometric Distribution is in discrete time,
the Exponential Distribution is in continuous time. Hence,
if p = λτ , where λ is a constant rate parameter equal to

1
Mean Time Between Failures and τ is a sufficiently small time step,
then the Geometric Distribution approaches the Exponential
Distribution as follows:

P(X >
x

τ
) = lim

τ→0
(1− λτ) xτ = lim

τ→0
[(1− λτ) 1

τ ]x

=e−λx
(16)

Therefore, the Reliability Function for the Exponential
Distribution can be expressed as follows:
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R(t) = e−λt (17)

, where t is the lifetime warranty, and λ is equal to P(f ).

Fig. 21. Example of Lifetime Warranty

Figure 21 displays DSAC’s lifetime warranty according to
the number of counters. In the case of 20 counters, the required
time of R(t) to be 0.999 is 9 days. This implies that DSAC can
detect all the aggressor rows of double-sided uniform weight
pattern for 9 days with 1,000 parts per million (ppm) error
rate.
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